Pearl Lake State Park Yurts: Yurt #6
For the most up to date information regarding this property, please visit: www.cpw.state.co.us.

Capacity: 6 people
Comments/details about hut or yurt capacity: The yurt has electric heat and outlets. Tables, chairs, lamps and a dresser are provided. Guests must bring their own linens. Cooking is not allowed inside the yurt.

Minimum number of spaces required to book: 1 Space (multiple groups can book)

Hut or yurt rental seasons: Open year-round (guests must snowshoe, ski or snowmobile to the site from the parking lot approximately 1/4 mile in winter).
Are dogs allowed? No (dogs are allowed year-round in nearby Yurt #16)

Can customers arrange delivery of gear to hut or yurt? No
Winter water sources: Snowmelt is an option, but water is not otherwise available in winter – it is recommended that guests bring water.

Driving to hut or yurt in summer: High-clearance 4 wheel drive suggested, but if driver/conditions are favorable Low-clearance 2 wheel drive may be an option.

Summer water sources: Running, potable water from tap
Distance to summer water source(s): Not-applicable, water source is on-site
Is there an outdoor fire ring in summer? Yes, with grate for outdoor cooking
Food options: Guests bring/prepare their own food
Food comments/details: Cooking is not allowed inside the yurts. This is to prevent fire and CO danger as well as bear problems. There is a metal grate on the deck to allow set up of a cook stove.

Refrigeration: No
Are dishes, pots, pans, utensils, and cleaning supplies provided? No (only some cleaning supplies are available.)
Are propane burners for cooking provided? No burners are provided
Is there an oven? No
Is there an outdoor grill? Yes, charcoal (bring your own charcoal). There is a grill on the fire pit.
Are guests allowed to bring their own grill? Yes, it can only be used outside.
Indoor heat source for hut or yurt: Electric

Outhouse/toilet information: Outhouse in winter - no covered walkway, walk a short distance. Indoor flush toilets in summer. Toilet paper provided all year.

Bedding: Mattresses provided

Cleaning the hut or yurt: Guests clean hut or yurt before departure. Guests carry-out their own trash (trashbags provided).

Lighting at hut or yurt: Electrical

Wood-fired sauna: No

Are there electrical outlets available for use by customers? Yes

Is your property ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act) compliant? Yes